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Rorschach Performance Assessment System (R-PAS), administration, 187; abbreviations that can be used during, 191 (Rapid Reference 6.1); accommodating disabilities and using interpreters, 204–205; administration of Clarification Phase, 198–202; Clarification Phase, 197–198; example of key words, 199 (Rapid Reference 6.3); example of locations recorded on simulated blot, 203 (Fig. 6.3); example of protocol to use, 189 (Fig. 6.1); example of ways to set up room, 190 (Fig. 6.2); preparation for, 188–192; recording location and location clarification, 202–203; Response Phase, 192–195; R-Optimized administration, 192–193; symbols used to denote card turning, 195 (Rapid Reference 6.2); troubleshooting Response Phase, 195–197; troubleshooting Clarification Phase, 203–204; what is needed for valid, 192

Rorschach Performance Assessment System (R-PAS), case sample (Sarah Frazier): administration, 303–306; cognitions, 309; coping and emotional functioning, 308–309; identifying information and reason for referral, 299–300; interpersonal perception, 310; interpretation, 308–310; mental status and behavioral observations, 302–303; relevant background information, 300–302; results of previous testing, 302; scoring, 307 (Tab. 9.2); self-perception, 309–310; summary and recommendations, 310–312

Rorschach Performance Assessment System (R-PAS), coding, 207–208; Abstract Representation (ABS), 252; Achromatic Color (C’), 238; achromatic and shading determinants, 241 (Rapid Reference 7.13); achromatic color as locator, 239; active versus passive movement, 234; Aggressive Content (AGC), 254–255; Aggressive Movement (AGM), 254; code levels, 246–247; coded response behaviors, 210–212; coding all location numbers, 214; cognitive codes, 245–246 (Rapid Reference 7.14); cognitive codes in order of severity, 247 (Rapid Reference 7.15); color as locator, 238; color convergence with
achromatic color, 239; color determinants (C, CF, and FC), 235–237; common detail (D), 213; Contamination (CON), 251–252; content codes, 215–217; critical content codes, 219–220; determinants, 228–230 (Rapid Reference 7.8); Contamination (CON), 251–252; content codes, 215–217; content codes used in CS but not used in R-PAS, 217 (Rapid Reference 7.4); Cooperative Movement (COP), 254; critical content codes, 219–220; determinants, 228–230 (Rapid Reference 7.8); Deviant Response (DR), 248–249; Deviant Verbalizations (DV), 247–248; Diffuse Shading (Y), 243; distinguishing between human and animal content codes, 218; DV versus INC, 251 (Rapid Reference 7.16); Fabulized Combination (FAB), 251; Form (F), 230–231; form dimension or shape-based dimensionality (FD), 243–244; Form Quality (FQ), 224–227; good or poor human representation, 257; human and animal content codes, 217–218; Incongruous Combination (INC), 250; intellectualized content codes, 219; light or dark, 239; location codes and numbers, 212–214; Morbid Content (MOR), 255; Movement (M, FM, and m), 231–233; multiple movements in same response, 234; multiple objects in same response, 214; Mutuality of Autonomy Codes (MAH and MAP), 255–256; name and description of coding categories, 208 (Rapid Reference 7.1); object qualities, 221–223; Oral Dependent Language (ODL), 257; other codes, 220; pairs(2), 221–222; Peculiar Logic (PEC), 249–250; Personal Knowledge Justification (PER), 252–254; popular responses, 227 (Rapid Reference 7.7); populars (P), 227–228; reflection (r), 244; R-PAS FQ codes, 224 (Rapid Reference 7.6); R-PAS object qualities compared to CS development quality, 221 (Rapid Reference 7.5); R-PAS response level codes (table 3.1 in R-PAS Manual), 209 (Tab. 7.1); rules for blends, 230 (Rapid Reference 7.9); rules for coding cognitive special scores, 247; scoring platform, 258; shading determinants, 240–243; shading-based dimensionality, 242–243; space responses (SR and SI), 214–215; step-down principle, 237–238; summary of movement determinants, 233 (Rapid Reference 7.11); texture (T), 240–242; thematic codes, 253 (Rapid Reference 7.17); things to remember before, 210
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